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ARMS CONTROL AGENCY
ONE YEAR OLD

The United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
was born on September 26, 1961,, in the midst of adversity.
The 1961 Berlin crisis was at Its height, the Berlin Wall
had iust been constructed. and the Soviet Union had iust
resu&ed nuclear weavons iestinm In suite of these advirse
circumstances and a< expressed-desire “on the part of Con-
gress to give no suggestion to the Soviet Union that the
US might be weakening in its resolve, the Arms Control
and Disarmament Act of 1961 uassed the Con~ress by a
greater majority than any othel major act tht sesiion
except the Defense Appropriation Act. That it passed a all,
much less by such a majority, is due not only to the special
quality of disarmament as an unassailable goal, but also to
the uolitical acumen and hard work of Mr. John J. MC?C1OY
and ‘his staff and to the ei-fimts of the many private organi-
zations, including FAS, which lobbied effectively for the bill.

Mr. MCC1OYhad been appointed by President Kennedy at
the time of his Inauguration to be Special Assistant to the
President for Disarmament. In that capacity Mr. MCCIOY
directed a review of US uolicy on the nuclear test ban and
managed the negotiation; for” a test ban which resumed in
March of 1961, developed and guided through the govenunent
a new comprehensive disarmament program which was pre-
sented to the UN on September 25, negotiated a bilateral
agreement with the Soviet Union governing the principles
for disarmament and, lastly, prepared and guided through
the Congress the legislation establishing the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency.

To assist him he had utilized a small organization known
as the U. S. Disarmament Administration, a segment of the
State Department established in September of 1960 by
President Eisenhower. Although Mr. MCCIOY did not hold
the official title, he acted as director of the Disarmament
Administration, and gathered together specialists from a
number of other agencies and several persons from outside
the govenunent. This became the nucleus of the new Agency.

When the Arms Control and Disarmament Act was signed,
the President appointed William C. Foster as Director of
ACDA. Mr. Foster had served as Deputy Secretary of De-
fense during the Truman Administration and headed the
U. S. Delegation to the Surprise Attack Conference in 1958.
At the time of his appointment he was vice-president of
the Olin Mathieson Co. and chairman of the hoard of the
Aerospace Corp. He has largely shaped the direction that
the Agency has taken, a direction that has been viewed with
mixed fee)ings by maay specialists in arms control outside
the government as well as by persons involved in disarma-
ment matters within the government.

The Director of ACDA is advisor to the President and
the Secretary of State for arms oontrol and disarmament
matters. Policy recommendations developed by ACDA are
first passed on by tie Committee of Principals, composed of
tbe Secretaries of State and Defense, Chairman of the AEC,
Directors of CIA and USIA, and representatives of the
White House staff, before presentation to the President. An
Executwe Order released August 2, 1962, gives the Director
of ACDA the responsibility for coordinating policy formula.
ti?n ,and research m arms control and disarmament matters
wlthm the govenunent. Until. now ACDA has apparently
restricted its role to the consideration and de~ebpment of
negotiating proposals but has not played a role in other
aspects of ,arms control policies including its relation to
defense pohcy. The Executive Order does not specifically
provide for a broader role, for it says that “The Secretay

(Continued on Page 4)

NON-COMMUNIST AFFIDAVIT
NO LONGER REQUIRED FOR

STUDENT LOANS
The President has signed a bill (Oct. 17) revising the

controversial loyalty oath and non-communist affidavit pro-
visions of the college student loan program. The student
loan programs of the National Defense Education Act and
the National Science Foundation Act will no longer involve
the execution of the aflidavit, in which the applicant is
required to swear that he hsus never joined and would not
join any organization advocating violent overthrow of the
United States. Many colleges and universities refused to
take part in the National Defense Education loan program
because of this requirement.

The bill retains the loyalty oath, and adds provisions for
both programs requiring detailed sta~ements of any crimes
o: which the apphcant has been cony,cted since reaching his
suteenth bmthday, with the exception of traffic violations
carrying a fine of less than twenty-five dollars. The bill
also makes it a crime for any member of an organization
identified as communist-controlled by the Subversive Activi-
ties Control B?ard to apply, for, or use any scholarship or
loan. In adchtlon, the NSF IS green authority to revoke or
refuse any loan or fellowship for reasons it judges to be
“in the best interests of the United States.” (NYTimes 10-6).

TO ALL FAS MEMBERS
1. Council meeting—Nov. 23-24 (at APS mtgs. )—Case

Inst. & Wade Park Manor Hotel—Cleveland, O. Pls.
send azenda Items to Washington office. All members
invited:

2. Group Insurance program earned $5,200 for FAS.,
We urge You to participate as an added form of
FAS support.

3. Use coupon below to work for more new members and
group insurance participants.

---------------------- --------------------
ENROLL A NEW FAS MEMBER NOW!

Federationof AmericanScientists,1700 K St., N.W.,Washington6, D, C,
I wish to support FAS by becoming a:

❑ Member ❑ Subscriber ❑ Contributor

NAME

ADDRESS

Membership Dues: Regular -$7.50 (income below $4500 -$4)
Supporting -$10; Patron -$25; Student -$2

Subscription to FAS Newsletter -$2
(10 issues per year; free to members)

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
❑ Introductory subscription -$4.5o

❑ Special FAS-member renewal -$4.75
Contribution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Make check payable to: FAS

❑ Please send information on Group Life Insurance

$
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DISARMAMENT AND DEFENSE

The following excerpts are from the remarks of Roswell
L. Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of Defense, at the Aerospace
Symposium, held at the Air Force Academy, Aug. 13, 1962
(Department of Defense, Office of Public Affairs Release No.
1308-62) :

,,Dire,.tly in tie ~Fea of ams control and disarmament, the
first task of our Defense Department, and of the defense
establishments in other countries, is the technical one of
evaluating the ,nationsd defense implications of the various
proposals that are being considered. For all of the govern-
ments invohred have ag~eed that steps toward genera! dis-
armament must be deswned so that no one s]de gains a
significant military advantage from the disarmament process.
Furthermore all sides must have reasonable assurance that
the agreed steps are being faithfully adherd to.

,,The~e requirements are not minor issues which can be
brushed over in order to get on with the real business of
disarmament. The real business is not disarmament as such
but reducing the risk of war. It does not take much foresight
to see that an improperly designed or inadequately con-
trolled.. disarmament. agreement could. increase. rather. than
diminish tension and danxer. No nation should be ?mt in a
position where it, or som~ important segment of iti leader-
ship, believed that it could move aggressively to achieve a
decisive advantage in world affairs., Nor would it be tolerable
for another nation to feel its secumty so seriously threatened
by an imbalan$e in the disarming process or by imperfections
in the insuectlon mocedure that It must repudmte the agree-
ment and-rearm. ”

“This does not mean we should reject any disarmament
agreement in which we perceive some risk, any more than
we should accept any agreement in the name of disarmament
without realistically assessing the risks involved. Rather we
should seek to balance the risks involvd in accepting or fail-
ing to accept each proposal. This approach leaves the
extremists at both ends unhappy y’lth the result that we may
be called warmongers by one side and appeasers by tie
other. But between the alternatives of being called names
or of blunderiw jnta a situation where either nuclear war
or surrender is vmt.ually inevitable, it is better to be called

“The present balance of military power effectively elimi-
nates the likelihood that any nuclear power conld deliberately
proyoke a nuclear war. But we still live in dayzer. War by
accident or misunderstanding, or folly of one kmd or another
remains possible. Formal disarmament and arms control
agreements are one, although only one, of the approaches
through which we can work to reduce the danger inherent in
the existence of modern weapons technology. So long as cold
war tensions exist-that is.

“The Soviets can to a large extent react to what we are
actually doing rather than tc...exaggeraededfea~..of. szhai..we
might be doing. But, unfortunately, so long as we have so
little knowledge of what the SovieLs are doing, we must base
our preparations tO a swnpic?nt extent on what we tlnnk they
are capable of doing. Thm M an mwortant consideration m
view of the relatively long lead-times required for the develop-
ment and production of weapons systems. We cannot wait un-
til Soviet weapons have been deyeloped, produced Wd deploy-
ed in sucIi quantities as to be evlde?t before we begin our own
cycle of development and production. Thus the Soviets are
forced to w?rk hard to match the efTorts that they know
we are makmg to match the efforts that we think they are
making.

<,It is ~. much to expect the Soviet Union will move
swiftly to an open society. But perhaps they can be brought
to appreciate the way in which their passion for secrecy not
only makes disarmament extraordinarily ditlicult but also
is itself an important cause of the arms race.

,’AI1 of this does not add up to a cheerful outlook for
disarmament, pwticularly for anY immediate approach to
the long-term goal of general disarmament. We can take
comfort, nevertheless, in the increasing interest and under-
standing of the problems of disarmament and arms control
which is apparent in this country and which is being paral-
leled in other countries. Likewise, we can reasonably hope
for at least a beghuung to Progress in this field at the current
Gemeva Conference.

ROLE OF DEFENSE ESTABLISHMENTS
“Here I go back to the need for all of us in the defense

establishments of the countries involved to play a useful
and affirmative role in the field of disarmament and arms
control. It is a role going beyond simply recommending a
yes or no to various points on the proposals we are asked
to consider. We must come forward ourselves with construe.
tive proposals.

“We must be asking mu-selves not merely, “What can we
stand in the way of disarmament and arms control without
weikening our secm.ity:> but “What can we suggest that
will add to our security.” This is an enormously difficult area.
It is easier to think merely in terms of building ‘ever stronger
defense. But I have no doubt that if the defense establish-
ments ,on both sides face UP to the situation, arms control
proposals can be developed which will add to the security
?f all nations without significantly jeopardizing the legitimate
interests of any. . .

“In some areas related to disarmament and arms control,
I think we have been doing very well. We have worked out
elaborate precautions to weduce the chance of wm. by miscal.
cukitlon or accident. We have designed our systems in ways
to make extremely unlikely the unauthorized firing of a
nucle+:,,_we+pon. We ~q~ trying h~r$., t,?,.~chiev.e the most
i%lMWe conuii5iid ‘an~ conibT=ySTems, so that even m 736. . .. . .._.

event of a nuclear exchange there would be some hope of
being able to limit the extent of the exchange and to mini-
mue, to the exten,t possible, the damage to civd,a,n targets . .
so long as the dmtrust and aggressive tendenmes that first
caused the arms race exist, the political leaders on both sides
will necessarily look to their defense establishments for
advice cm the military significance of the proposals that are
being considered. This alone clearly gives the defense estab.
Iishments on both sides an important role in the area of
disarmament and arms control.

“It does not mean, howeve~, that the defense spokesmen
should hold a veto over the judgments of political officials.
Political leaders must always make the final decision. Spe-
cifically they. must decide whether broader considerations of
statecraft shift a balance of risk that may seem unacceptable
from a narrowly technical, in this case military, point of view.
But unless the political leaders have before them a carefully
thought-out evaluation of the techtical considerations, they
cannot reach a judgment on the m’oader balance of risks.
That is because they do not know, ,with any confidence, how
great or how small the technical rinks are. Thus foot-drag-
ging is almost bound to occur on one or both sides as nego-
tiations progress.

“The point here is not to argue that the defense establish-
ments should be consulted, for this is being done here and in
other major countries involved in disarmament negotiations.
The point is rather that the responsible defense officials,
military and civilian, and their scientific and engineering ad-
visers, such as many of you here today, must come to know
the special problems of disarmament and arms control. Only
thus can they pr?perly perform in this area and in the broader

m@n&.the..chance A a.nuclea..w~..ruo f.of theareaaf. min.
damage that nught be done should deterrence fail. . . .

Disadvantages of Secrecv
“I would also suggest thai the pasiiori -for secrecy is far

from an unqualified asset to Soviet security. To the extent
that they agree with us that the national security of all coun.
tries is threatened by the danger of war, they should realize
that secrecy has the ummwidable effect of increasing tensions
and the arms race, and so adding to the risk of war. By
simply reading material published openly in the American
press, the Soviets know within quite reasonable limits what
the United States is doing in tke field of armaments. The
West, on the other hand, must guess, to an important extent,
what the Russians are doing. The situation is not wholly
mdike that of a foot race with one runner blindfolded. Such
a race tends to be all-out because the blindfolded runner can
never be sure that he is not falling behind.

“To understand the impact of Soviet secrecy, one must
understand the dynamics of the arms race between the great
powers. Much thinking about the present arms race is colored
by historical experiences with arms races which were pri-
marily open and q~antitative. Known quantities of known
a,m?me?ts were budt up. Today the arms mm is .still quan.
tltatwe m a sense, but to a @rger extent it is quahtative. As
this audience we!l knows; ]t is a matter of mnin”ous tech.
nological innovapon! of moving into ntier weapons systems
more thaa multiplying older ones.

(Continued on Page 4) \
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RADIATION STANDARDS AND

FALLOUT
The following excerpts are taken from a Summary of

Hearings on “Radiation Standards, IncIuding Fallout” held
before the Subcommittee on Research, Development, and
~n~r:tm of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic

—-.
In the past under special circumstances, iodine 131 initially

injected into the stratosphere or upper troposphere as a result
of nuclear wapons tests has been brought down to earth
unpredictably in the form of locally deposited fallout ?r
LUhot~pot~,,, Fresh fission debris which was 07iginallY held In
the troposphere (lower atmosphere) is relatively h,gh in
iodine 131 and can if brought to earth contribute to relatively
high levels of 1131 unevenly distributed in localized areas
across the country.

No consistent relationship between the concentrations of
fission m’oducts in air at mound level and IZ$I in milk has
yet bee; discovered. -

Cumul.+ive levels ?f iodine 131 in milk are, in some areas,
approaching m pombly exceeding the acceptable Ie”els rec-
ommended by the Federal Rachation Council for environ-
mental sources genemted. by. peaceful applications. what levels
of this nu”clide c~n be tolerated for exposure of a population
from fallout have not been established.

UPTAKE OF RADIONUCLIDES
THROUGH FOOD CHAINS

Testimony presented at this year’s hearings showed that
tbe amount of strontium 90 appearing i: the diet @ only
about one-half to one-third as h]gh as premousty predmted.

It was indicated that the absorption of cesmm 137 from
the soil might be as little as one-tenth to one-twenty-fifth
that of strontium 90. The cesium levels in the diet, and
~hus in humaps, is closely related to the rate of fallout dur-
ing the growing season.

The natural body proce?s for discriminating against stron-
tium 90 in favor of mlcmrn i? the total diet is apparently
two to four times less effectme m the case of infants than.was
previously estimated. Thus, recent measu~ements, indicate
that this “discrimation factor” for newborn infants M not as
favorable as originally estimated.

Sufficient information is now available to show that the
strontium 90 to calcium ratio. \n milk, has been ,lower than
that of the total diet of mdunduals m the United States.
This indicates that milk is a preferred food among the natural
foods: since milk is a major source of calcium in the diet.
If mdk were remo~ed from the diet, more strontium 90
would be taken in (ingested) through the replacement of the
calcium otherwise obtained from milk.

In a typical American diet, more than 98 percent of the
total radioactivity consumed with food each day is naturally
occurring potassium 40, a normal constfcuent of natural pOtas-
sium, an element essential to life, and found in all tissues
of the body.
RESEARCH ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION

Differences of opinion expressed at the 1959 bearings on”
whether there is a “threshold” level of exposure, below which
somatic efects will not occur in the body, have yet to be
settled within the scientific communitv. While radiation
protection standards continue to be bised on a linear or
‘<no threshold” assumption, it is possible that the true radia-
tion risk for somatic effects at levels near or several times
higher tham natural background may prove to be smaller
than would be predicted by this assumption, and may pos-
sibly be zero.

FAS NEWSLETTER
Published monthly except during July and August by

the Federation of America Scientists, 1700 K Street,
Northwest, Washington 6, D. C. Subscription price:
$2.00 VW mar.

~atirnan.~ .................................................Freeman J. Dyson
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There have been no basic changes in the 1959 conclusions
on genetic effects but significant advances have been made
in Emetics research Dtiiadarlv in relation to renet{e effects
m? dose rate. ‘

-..

It is estimated that fallout from all weapons tests con.
ducted through 1061 would have the same long-term genetic
effect on the U.S. population as that produced during 6
months to 1% years of radiation exposure from natural
sources. Similarly it is estimated that the possibility of
?eukemia or bone cancer from fallout as a resuIt of these
tests is comparable to the possibility of incurring such
effects resulting f mm one-half to 3 ‘h years’ exposure to
natural background radiation.

FALLOUT EXPOSURE FROM PAST TESTS
Past estimates of exposure to the population from fallout

have apparently been somewhat too high. The more accurate
and complete data that have become available since the 1950

:etiinties in favor of 10V7W.ex-hearings have resolved une
posure,levels than p~e?iously predicted.

Testimony at tbls year’s hearings indicated that long.
term predicted le”els of strc+um 90 in the body from past
weapons tests are about one-thmd to one-half the levels pre-

.059, Estimates of internal exposure from cesium

131). Present estimates of

dictid in 1!
137 hi*-e alw been ?educed.

These estimated reductions have been offset, in part, by
an upward revision in estimated levels of other sources of
exposure from fallout, particularly the short- and intermedi-
ate-lived isotopes (e.g., iodine
whole body and gonadal exposure from short- and intermedi-
ate-lived isotopes are about double the estimates made in 1959.

In 1059 it was predicted that the maximum ooncentraticms
of strontium 90 in bone within the United States from tests
prior to 1959 would be about 6 strontium units and that these
levels would be reached in the period of 1962 tP 1965. It was
also predicted in 1959 that if the test programs of the
previous 5 years were to be repeated indefinitely, the levels
would reach a value of 48 strontium units ( S.U.). On this
basis, it was suggested in 1959 that programs of contimmus
testing at this scale (40 years or more) might create a hazard
to the world’s population. It was pointed out in 1959 how.
ever, that since the initial values on which these predictions
were based might be either too high ?r too low by a factor
of two, the predicted le~el of 48 S.U. might be reached earlier
and exceeded, or might not be reached at all.

Testimony presented at the 1962 ,hearings showed that the
predicted initial level of 6 S.U. from tests conducted prior to
1959 was indeed too high by a factor of about two, accwd-
ing to present estimates, therefore, strontium 90 hone levels
of about 25 S.U. instead of 48 S.U. are Dredicted for a mw.
gram of continuous testing at the old raie.

PREDICTIONS FOR FUTURE TESTING
Methods were presented by which one can predict the prob.

able population exposures for atmospheric testing under three
conditions: (1) At low altitudes in polar latitudes, (2) at low
altitudes in equatorial lat;tudes, and (3) at high altitudes in
any latitude. !llle predictions were based on the assumption
that all of the fission debris is distributed in the same pattern
as strontium 90. These methods are considered valid only
for stratospheric, worldwide fallout.

The distribution of tropospheric fallout was considered to
be unpredictable on the basis of attempting to set up a
:tandard method divorced from a consideratmn of meteorology.
mal condlt>ons at the time tests are conducted.

A new concept, called the dose commitment concept, was
introduced during the hearings to explain the significance of
fallout. The fundamental hypothesis of this concept is that
the risk of biological damage to a large population is pro-
portional to the average radiation exposure level produced
by radioactive contamination in the environment. Thus, it is
not necessary to specify the biological effect, because the
same effect should be m-odnced by an equivalent exmxmre

..”...—.,—
For the fi~sion product; from 1 megaton (1, ., .-

yield injected in the low stratos~here at DO1arIatitudf

to radiation from nattiral sourcis. Pi-e$ous coxnp~risons
have been based on a 30-year exposure for genetic effects
and a 70-year exposu~e for somatic effects comparef to
natural background durmc 30 and 70 vears. respectively,

MT) of fission
?s, the

resulting average exp,ost,ne of the popula~ion as a whole is
equivalent to the radlatmn exposure recemed from natural
background sources in a period of 1 to 2 weeks. Similar
injections at the eauator. or at hieh a,ltitmdes. lead to mm.
a~e exposures of the population equivalent t; that ii
in 1 week or less from natural background sources.

(Continued on Page 5)
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been- made.
.-

DISARMAMENT

(From Page 2)
the long-term goal of general disarmament. We can take

“Finally, let me say a word about the hazards of slogans
in the arms control area. A few weeks ago the President
made a speecb, at Yale on the American habit of carrying
on our domestic debate over economic policy in terms of
myths that m?y never, have been valid, and which certainly
cannot be vahdly apphed to the Amerman economy today.
The. same,canbe said about the problems of reducing the risk
of nuclear disaster. This area i? difficult enough without
being coifused by’ discussion canned on in terms of vaguely
defined and sometimes meaningless slogans. For responsible
governments-?nd the world is in a sorry fix if any of the
governments mth access to nuclear weapons are irresponsible
--do not act on simple-minded slogans. To the extent that
the arguments over arms control and disarmament are forced
into terms of conventional myths and cliches, productive wm.
munication and exchange of views are inhibited.~~
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RADIATION STANDARDS

AND FALLOUT
(From Page 4)

The significant thing is that estimates of exposures per
megaton of fission yield detonated have been going steadily
downward as more ?xpe:ence m gamed, while the number
of megatons of fission weld detonated have been steadily
increasing. Therefore, the estimated exposures have remained
relatively constant.

MAJOR PROBLEMS RELATED TO FALLOUT
The maim mmblem areas in this field appeaz to be:
1. Whil~ ou~ ability to predict the general pattern of global

fallout appears reasonably well developed for certain patterns
of testing, it is quite. clear that many local situations exist
for which prediction IS not well worked out.

2. There are still major gaps in basic information on what
biological effects relate to what levels and rates of radiation
exposure. These gaps can be expected to remain for some
time.

3. Development of an approach toward evaluating tran-
sistor? high “dietary or air Ievets of one or more short-lived
nuclides is needed. The, commfctee, believes tha~ recurring
periods of such levels WIII be experienced from time to time
in the future.

4. Definition of an adequate Federal program of radiation
exnosure assessment and protection. The elements listed
beiow are urgently required.

A. Broad examination of approaches to the general prob-
lem of, radiation hazards within the political, social, and
econmmc swstem of this country.

B. Info=ation gathering ~tivities:
1. Research.
2. Survedlance-monitoring.
3. Supplementary data-gathering (census data, agri-

cultural data, amd so forth).
C. Analysis and evaluation of information, such as:

1. Assessment of exposure l$vels.
2. Assessment of the ~oncomltant biological risks.
3. Development of rationale for benefit-risk evaluation.
4. Evaluatmn of methods of exposure control or re-

duction.
D. Control, including:

1. Clarification of officia! ,gwidanc~.
2. Organization for ,decu+on-makmg.
3. Authority for actzon.

MAJOR PROBLEMS RELATING TO
RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS

Based on an analysis of the current status of radiation
protection standards as reflected in our various hearings,
ind considering the wide variety of. radiation producing
sources, including fallout, the subcommittee believes that the
following identifies the main problems which exist in this
area:

1. The major issues in the field of radiation protection
standards inwlve their application to the population from an
increasing variety of sources, particularly those leading to
radioactivity” in the environment for examvle. fallout. waste
disposal, sp;ce application, and so forth. Al~ough problems
remain in the a?ea of standards for. occupatlo?al exposure,
the major deficlencs appear to he m popnlatlon exposure
standards.

2. Some fundamental questions related to exposures of the
population appear to be unanswered; for example: What pur.
poses are the radiation standards SUPPOS’SMto achieve? Just
what are radiation pr?tectio: standards trying to do? Con-
trol sources ? Control mdustr,al practices? Eliminate a pres-
ent threat to health? Prevent a future threat to health?
If none of thesy, what? Under present philosophies of radia-
tion protection m the? some fixed value of radiation exposure
from all sources wh,ch cannot be, exceeded without undue
risk to health.? As a ma@ of natmnal pohcy,or phdosophy,
should radmtlon protect~on standards be apphed to all Pro-
grams of tie Go~ernment, in+dmg those required by m..
tional securltv and new atmhcations under development?

RADIATION STANDARDS AND FALLOUT

THE EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR WAR ON

THE PITTSBURGH AREA
ThePittsburgh Study Group for Nuclear Information has

published a 61-page report, “The Effects of Nuclear War on
the Pittsburgh Area: a detailed quantitative discussion of
the physical and social effects of a nuclear attack on Pitts-
burgh. Copies of the report may be obtained from Dr. Dam
Bolef, Westinghouse Electric Corp. Research. and Development
Center. Beulah Road. Churchill Boro. Pittsburgh 35. Pa. The
cost is’ fifty cents.

The following non-technical summary, released by the
Group, presents theconclasions reached in the report:

It is a bright sunny day in late summer. The streets of
downto~ Pittsburgh are c~owded with shoppe~s; the parks
and smmmmg pools are jammed wnth shouting children.
The tensions and anxieties of the latest international crisis
headlined in the unsold newspapers seem very remote. A
large crowd cheers the Pirates on to victory.

It ~S D-Da,y and Fm’bes Field is ground mm. Without
warnmx twenty-megaton hydr?gen bombs are about to drop
on every major city in the Umted States.

What would it be like for an individual in the Pittsbwgh’
area if such a nuclear attack were to occur? A group of
leading Pittsburgh scientists has studied this question for
many months. This is a, summary of their findings.

The first result of the bomb explosion is a bluish white
ball of fire which appears 30 times brighter than the sun at
noon even 60 miles away. It is probable that every child
at play in Allegheny County who turned to look would be
blind thereafter.

Following the explosion, a wave of pressure and zcwm-
panying high winds move outward at the rate of 12 miles a
minute. At distances up to 6 to 10 miles, all houses would be

(Continued on Page 6)

ORGANIZATIONAL AND POLICY PROBLEMS

3. Effective Ieadershio for developing radiation protection
criteria and standards to cover new operational problems
suckas fallout is not adequately exercised. by any govern-
ment agency or group at present. The committee urged that
increased attention be given this matter in its report in the
1959 hearings. Assertion of initiative by the Government in
this area is essential to clarify present public confusion and
to provide advance guidance for special situations which may
arise in the future.

The fundamental concept that no radiation exposure should
be accepted unless theream good reasons for doing so, means
that. radiation exposure standards must be related specifically
to the uurpose for which they .uere derived. Reasons for
acceptin-g ‘i:posures are relat{d to many other factors, in-
clud!ng na~mnal reqmrements and social, ethical, and em-
nomm considerations.

Is it either n;cessary or deifr?ble for population st+indards
to ha~e a dxed numerical relatlonto occupational standards?
In the opinion of the subcommittee, lack of clear. cut answers
to these m,estions is the reason for manv disuutes and con-.. . . . ..... .. ..–. –.–
f&ion in this area.

. .
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demolished and 150 mile-per-hour winds would literally lift
people from the ground, hurling them to injury or death.

In built-up areas within ten to fifteen miles of Forbes Field
the greatest danger would be the probable firestorm. This
consists of a m-owinz together of many small fires into one
vast conflagr~tion a~cornpanied by hurricane force winds.
Such firestorms developed after much smaller bombings dur-
ing World War 11 in Hamburg, Dresden, Leipzig, and Mu-
nich with losses of life estimated at 60,000 for Hamburg and
300.000 for Dresden. PeoDle who souzht protection inside
sheltws died from heat sti’oke or carb-on monoxide poison-
ing. Because of the firestorm alone it seems probable that
yery few people inside the city of Pittsburgh at the moment
of a nuclear attack would survive. People in Wilkinsburg
(5 miIes from ground zero), Penn HiBs (6 miles), Monroe.
vine (6 miles), McJInight Village (5 miles), McKees Rocks
(7 miles),
would also be within the firestonn and the great majority of
them would die within the first few hours. The possibility of
escaping safely within the half hour before the firestorm is
fully deve+ped would be small because the streets wadd.. w.

“pihlwitbthe rubble from the blasted buildings and tlie level
of radioactivity would most likely prove fatal to those trying
to escape on foot.

, Mt. ”Lebano~ (6 mil~s) and Duqiesne (8 miles)

For those who might be outside or on the edge of this
firestmm area there is little comfort. Let us look at the fate
of the people ?f New Kensington <16 miles from ground
zero), Mmwwwvdle (14 rndes), orli-wm (16 miles) to the east
of Pittsburgh.. Here, too, there would be great fires every-
where, collapsing houses, and gusts of wind up to 100 miles
per hour. Anyone out in the apen would be seriously injured
by flying pieces of glass or masonry and would suffer third-
degree bums. Those who might survive these dangers within
the basement of a strong buildinx face an incredible intensity
of radioactivity from failout (inlhe case of a ground burstj,

blast, fire, and fallout would be of use in the ease of a di-
rect attack. Such a shelter program-far more extensive
thait any present government proposals—would cost as much
as 200 billion dollars if it wwe carried out cm a national
scale. Even then WIless there were a, warning time of 15
minutes or more, the great majority of the people would not
be likely to reach the shelters safely.

In the more distant suburbs mentioned above, such as
Murrysvill:, New Kensington, and Carnegie, less expensive
shelters primarily designed fm protection from fallout, with
provisions for a stay of a month, would save a Iar.refraction
of the population from l~thal or dangerous doses of radiation.
It is practically impossible to imagine the world that these
people would face as they dugtheiru.ay out from the rubble
blocking the entrance to their shelter. Each individual din-.
ing those hours he allowed himself in the outside radioactive
environment would be struggling to find water and food for
himself and his family. Destruction of pumping stations,
water mains, and electric power lines would make it likely
that the public water supply would not be available formrmy
weeks. The destruction of crops and livestock and the con-
tamination of soil would make nearly everyone dependent
foras long as one or two years onobtaining foodstuffs which
had. previously been,. s.tor.e.d..~ubie~t$d to epidemics, con-
taminated food, psychological despau, etc., many of the
“survivors” would not survive for long. The complexity of
the large number of interrelated .problems make it impos-
sible to predict when, if ever, some kind of normal living
could be reestablished.

Conclusion
Itisestimated that in case of adirect attack on Pittsbm’gh

with one twenty-megaton weapon, as a result of blast and fire
alone about a million people in Allegheny County would be
killed and of the half-million survhmrs, 40 per cent would be
injured. A shelter program to protect against blast and
fire is extremely expensive and its value is limited if there
is insufficient “warning time. Most of the half-million initial

most of which descends within half an hour. The intensity survivors (in the moie distant suburbs) would suffer lethal
IS 50 great that even fifteen mmutes exposure would mean doses of radiation from fallout unless they found protection in !
almost certain death. For those who would be protected by a fallout shelter for the month following the attack. It is
basements completely underground the intensity would be impossible to estimate what fraction of such mwtected oecmle
diminished but might still prove fatal within 24honrs. while < ?V

(? miles), Carnegie (7 miles), and fkmth

the fallout is greatest in the eastern suburbs of Pittsburgh
because of the prevailing westerly winds, the truth is that
the fallout would be dangerous even as far as a hmdred
miles away and western suburbs would also receive deadly
doses of radioactivity. The fallout level in Allison Park (8
miles), West View
Park (10 miles) would be so great that even those who im.
mediately proceeded to underground basements would most
likely suffer .serious radiation illness within a few days.

To what extent could survival become possible by means
of a shelter program? Within the city of Pittsburgh and
many nearby suburbs mdy a, shelter that protected against
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cwild swvive in the primitive and dism-gan~zed worl~””tfi”i;
would have to face in the following months.

These findings, like the results of any such study, are subject
to many uncertainties. It is likely that they err on the
optimistic side rather than the reverse. The situation of a
nuclear war is unparalleled in human history and may bring
mth Lt completely unforseen dangers. Furthermore, costly
burdensome plans for survival based on the assumption of
one %ind of attack might be rendered of little value by a
difference in the type and magnitude of +n actual attack. The
uncertainties are such that detailed predictions regarding the
destruction and recovery from a nuclear attack are almost
sure to be grossly misleading.
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